Report of the TC-AF meeting held in conjunction with the AES 132th Convention in Budapest, April 28th 2012.

Attendees
Felix Klemke Recording Arts klemke@recordingarts.de
Christoph Musialik Algorithmix cmm@algorithmix.com
Eddy B. Brixen EBB-consult ebb@ebb-consult.com

The meeting was convened by vice chair Eddy B. Brixen.

As the attendance was limited and one of the participants had not earlier been introduced to the work of the TC-AF some of the meeting was spent presenting the actual position and tasks of the committee.

The (extensive) minutes of the TC-AF-meeting held in conjunction with AES 131 st Convention in NY was accepted as written.

Upcoming events

AES 46th International Conference:
Audio Forensics – Recording, Recovery, Analysis, and Interpretation June 14-16, 2012, Denver, USA A status of the upcoming AES 46th International Conference on Audio Forensics was given. At the time of the meeting 28 persons had signed up for the conference. The number of paper was planned to be around 35.

AES 133th Convention, San Francisco
October 26-29, 2012
It was discussed what kind of activity should be organized for SF. Paper sessions has become even more difficult to plan as many will save their presentations for the conferences. This should be discussed in general as the AES is organizing an increasing number of conferences in all areas of the audio field which to some degree leaves the convention paper sessions with the “left over” presentations. However, for SF at least a workshop should be organized, presenting some key issues from AES 46.

AES 134th Convention, Europe, 2013
At the time of the meeting no place and date were given. However, as it is a year in between two conferences, workshops must be organized. Topics will be selected at a later state.

AES Audio Forensics conference 2014
It has been decided that AF conferences are bi-annual. Hence we expect a conference in Europe during summer 2014. Application for a time slot has been forwarded to the CPC.
Emerging trends
No specific topic mentioned.

Other business
Christoph Musialik complained that he does not receive his TCAF mail even though being on the mailing list. EBB will look into this.

Minutes by Eddy B. Brixen, VC TC-AF
September 11th, 2012